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Praise:




For an increase in confidence and display of boldness within the Antifreeze Team.
For the three OTF interns and all they have brought and continue to bring to Antifreeze and OTF as
a whole.
For the Wednesday ‘Down to Earth’ Exploring Christianity course—it has been well attended and
has generated some great questions and interest.

Prayer:




For the right vehicle to become available which will be transformed into our mobile shower unit
and for project leader Mark as he oversees the work
For God to richly bless our interns and to reveal His plans for them within OTF and beyond.
For more of His Spirit in all that we do, especially in the ‘Down to Earth’ Course where we hope to
see many come to faith or moving closer to that step by the time it ends in June.

Praise:




For the appointment of a new Manager—Gen Fox who was previously Gateway’s Deputy Manager.
For the recent wellbeing workshops and the very successful trip to the circus. Give thanks for all the
local supporters who make these activities happen.
That we now have funding in place for our summer day out to the British Wildlife Centre which
includes provision of a special taxi for one of the women so she doesn’t miss out.

Prayer:




For the health of the Gateway staff and their families.
For continued good health for the women attending Gateway, both mentally and physically.
That God will draw the right person to apply for the Deputy Manager post.
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Praise:




For a day Lizzi was able to spend with other national Prayer Space Networkers; learning
from one another and praying together.
For the opportunity to run Christian clubs in schools including a Youth Alpha course; give
thanks for the time to talk to students about Jesus and for their good questions.
For the opportunity to run our first Prayer Space at St Andrew's school in Worthing.

Prayer:




For the team to support staff and students well through exam time - especially through our
exam Prayer Space at Cardinal Newman School.
For the three clubs we run at Hove Park school - that we would care for the students well.
For the Transition mentoring starting at Aldrington School and St Andrew's School to help
year 6 students prepare for the move to secondary school.

Praise:




Thanks to our diligent Core team, Off the Fence is fully compliant with the new General
Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 2018.
For the wonderful monetary gifts and donations of materials specifically for the
refurbishment of the Antifreeze centre.
For the incredible support from our army of dedicated volunteers, particularly for those
(some of whom are clients) who have worked so hard on redecorating Antifreeze over the
bank holiday weekend.

Prayer:




For wisdom, revelation and discernment for Paul and the Trustees as they meet on Tuesday
5th June.
For wisdom as we look to God about the future direction and development of Off the Fence.
Continue to pray for two key vacancies on our staff team – 1) Full-time maternity cover for
an Assistant Fundraiser, 2) A part-time Communications Coordinator, that God will draw the
right people to these posts.
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